
14 STEEL. 

IL 

APPLICATIONS AND USES OF THE DIFFER
ENT KINDS OF STEEL. 

WHERE exact uniformity of composition is nota neces
sity, and where welding is required, cemented or converted 
steel may be preferred to cast steel, because the converted 
bar retains the occluded layers of slag which give to 
wrought iron its peculiar welding properties, and for this 
reason blister- or shear-steel may be welded more easily and 
surely than cast steel. For- tires, composite dies, and man y 
compound articles this steel will do very well, and it may 
be worked with good resulta by almost any smith of ordi
nary skill; however, owing to the more uniform structure 
and the greater durability of the cast steels, they have, even 
for these purposes, almost entirely displaced the more 
easily worked, but less durable, cemented steels. 

ORUCIBLE-CAST STEEL. 

For all purposes crucible-steel has proved to be superior 
to all others; it is well known to all experienced and ob
serving workers in steel that, given an equal composition, 
crucible is stronger and more reliable in every way than 
any of the other kinds of steel. 

This may read like a mere dictum, and it might be asked 

properly, What are the proofs? 
Tbe proofs are wanting for two reasons: first, because 
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crucible-steel is so expensive that except for gun parta, 
armor, and such uses where expense could be ignored, cru
cible-steel never came into extensive use for structural 
purposes; second, that while thousands upon thousands of 
tests of the cheaper steels are recorded and available to 
engineers very few of,such tests have been made on cru
cible-steel, simply because it has not been used for struc
tural purposes. 

On the other hand, intelligent makers of crucible-steel 
have for self-preservation made carefnl study of the rela
tive properties of the different steels in order that they 
might know what to expect from the cheaper processes. 
In this way they have surrendered boiler-steel, spring-steel, 
machinery-steel, battering-tool steel, cheap die-steel, and 
many smaller applications; not beca.use they conlrl not pro
duce a better article, but because tbe cheaper steels met the 
requirements of consumers satisfactorily, and therefore they 
could not be expected to pay a higher price for an article 
whose superiority was not a necessity in their requirements. 

Still this stat.ed superiority is proven best by the fact 
that many careful consumers who have special reasons for 
studying durability as against first cost adhere to the 
higher priced crucible-steel for such uses as, for instance, 
parts of mining- and quarrying-drills, high-speed spindles, 
in cotton-mills, and in expensive lathes and machines of 
that kind. 

This sort of testimony should be more conclusive tban 
that of interested steel-makers, because these men pay 
their own money for the higber priced material, and be
cause men who are most careful of the quality of their 
produce and of tbeir reputation are the most clear
headed and most sensible men of their class; they have 
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the best bu,siness and the greatest success. Such men are 
not fools; they may be depended upon to try everything of 
promise with the greatest ca.re, and to use only that tbing 
wbicb pays tbem best. In fact sucb men do use tbe 
cheaper steels freely wherever tbey can do so safely. 

A good car-spring, carriage-spring, or wagon-spring is 
made from Bessemer or open-bearlh steel, a spring thnt 
will wear out tbe car or carriage; it would be stupid tben 
to buy more expensive steel for such purposes, for even if 
crucible-steel would wear out two cars or two wagons the 
owner never expects to take the springs out of an old 

wagon to put them under a new one. 
On the other hand, the watch-spriog maker or the clock

spring maker will find a great advantage in using the 
very best crucible-steel thnt can be made. 

A sledge, a maul, or a hammer can be made of such ex
cellent quality from properly selected Bessemer or open
hearth steel that it would be foolish for makers of such 
tools to continue to buy crucible-steel, even though tbey 
knew it to be superior, for lower first cost in such cases 
outweighs supericrity that cannot be shown for a number 

of years. 
Locomotive-boilers, crank-pins, slide-rods, connecting-

rods, and springs can be made of such good quality of 
Bessemer or open-bearth steel that, like the "one-horse 
shay," the wbole machina will wear out at tbe same time 
practically, and that a good long time; tbere would be no 
reason in tbis case for using crucible-steel for one or more 
of these parts, althongh twenty-five years ago it was by 
means of crucible-steel tbat engineers learned to use steel 

for these purposes. 
A good cam for an ordinary machine, such as a sbear or 
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puncb, may be made of Bessemer or open-bearth steel 
where greater strength and eodurance are required than 
can be had in cast iron; on the other hand, makers of cams 
for ·lelicately adjnsted high-speed machines where intricacy 
and accuracy are necessary will touch nothing but the 
very best crucible-steel of fine-tool quality for their work. 
It is of no use to su'ggest the greater cbeapness of the 
other steels; they have tried them thoronghly, and they 
know that in their case tbe bighest priced is the cheapest. 

This superiority of crucible-steel has been doubted, be
cause the claim appeared to rest solely u pon the statements 
of steel-makers, and not to have any scientific basis · there . ' 1s, however, a scientific basis for tbe fact. Given three 
sa.mples of steel of say the following composition: 

Cruclbl6. OJ)6n-hearth. Beesemer. 

Car bon.. • • • .. • • • . • .. • . 1.00 1.00 1.00 
Silicon................ .10 
Phosphorus . . • . • . . . . . . .05 
Sulphur............... .02 
Copper, arsenic, etc. . . . . traces 

.10 

.05 

.02 

.10 

.05 

.02 

Why sbould there be any difference in the strength of 
the three? In mere tensile strength in an untempered 
bar t~e difference migbt not be very great, althongh all 
experienced persons would expect the crucible to show the 
highest; but it is not necessary to make the claim, because 
we have not enough tests of crucible-steel to enable us to 
establish a mean, and one or two tests are insufficient to 
establish a rule in any case. 

'l'here ha\'e been made, however, hundreds of tests of 
hardene_d and te:°pered samples by the most expert per
sons1 w1th one mvariable result: the crucible-¡¡teel is in-
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compara~ly finer and stronger than the others, and the 
open-hearth is almost invariably stronger and finer than 
the Bessemer. 

U nfortunately for phe argument these tests cannot be 
recorded so as to be intelligible to the non-expert, because 
we cannot tabulate the result of the touch of the expert 
hand or the observation of the experienced eye. 

For a time it was popular to call these differences 
mysteries, and so let them pass; this, however, was not 
satisfactory, and the question was studied carefully for the 
physical reasons which must exist. 

Much thought led to the conclusion that the reason lay 
with the three elements oxygen, nitrogen, and hydrogen; 
they are known to exist in greater or less quantity in all 
fron and steel. 

It is known that the presence of oxygen beyond certain 
small limits produces red-shortness and general weakness; 
it is probably a much more hurtful element than phospho
rus or sulphur, but no quantitative· method for its deter
mination has been worked out; there is an e:ffort now 
being made to develop a simple and expeditious oxygen 
determination, and it is to be hoped that it will be success
ful. 

In the crucible no more oxygen, hydrogen, or nitrogen 
can get into the steel than is contained in the material 
charged and in the atmosphere of the crucible, or than 
may penetrate the walls of the crucible during melting. 
In the open hearth the procesa is an oxidizing one, and 
besides the charge is swept continuously by hot :flamea 
containing all of these elements. 

In the Bessemer procesa the conditions are worse still, 
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as these elements are all blown through the whole mass of 
the steel. 

W e know the e:ffect of oxygen and how to eliminato it 
practically. 

Percy gives the effects of nitrogen as causing hardness 
and extreme brittleness, and giving to iron or steel a brassy 
lustre. Such a brassy lustre may be seen frequently in 
open-hearth or Bessemer steel, and occasionally in crucible
steel. When seen in crucible-steel it is known to be duo 
to the fact that tbe cap of the crucibie became displaced, 
exposing the contents to the direct action of the flame. 
Of the efl'ect of hydrogen we know less; there is no reason 
apparent why it may not be as potent as the others. 

Ammonia in sufficient quantity to be detected by the 
nose has often been observed in open-hearth and Bessemer 
steel. 

To settle the nitrogen question Prof. John W. Lang
ley developed sorne years ago a very delicate and accurate 
process for the determination of nitrogen even in ºminute 
quantities; the procesa was tedious and expensive, so that 
it was not adapted for daily use; it in volved the careful 
elimination of nitrogen from all of the reagents to be used, 
requiring severa! days' work, in each case to prepare for 
only a few nitrogen determinations. 

By this process it was found, in every one of many trials, 
that crucible-steel contained the least amount of nitrogen, 
open-hearth steel the next greater quantity, and Bessemer 
steel the greatest amount. He found no exceptions to this. 
For many years great efforts had been made both in 
Europe and in thc U nited States to make by the Bessemer 
or the open-hearth ¡lrocess a cheap melting-product to 
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be used in the crucible instead of the expensive irons which 
so far ba,ve proved to be necessary to give tbe best results. 

Tbere appeared to be no difficulty in making a material 
as pure cbemically, o~· purer, than tbe most famous irons 
in the world, and this material was urged upon the cruci
ble-steel makers. Careful tests of such material failed to 
produce tbe required article; in fact it was demonstrated 
over and over again that an inferior wrougbt iron would 
produce a stronger steel than this very pure steel melting
material, and crucible-steel makers were compelled to 
adhere to the more costly irons to produce tbeir finer 

grades. 
Prof. Langley determined tbe nitrogen in a given quan

tity of open-bearth and Bessemer steel; this same material 
was tben melted in a crucible, and it was found tbat tbe 
resuUing ingots contained uearly as mueh nitrogen as tbe 
original charge. Tbe quantity was reduced sligbtly; still 
this steel contained more nitrogen tban any otber sample 
of crucible-steel that be had tested. 'l'be pbysical test of 
tbis trial steel sbowed tbe usual weakness of the Bessemer 
or open-beartb steel, as compared to crucible-steel. 

The next step was to try to get rid of nitrogen by tbe 
use of sorne affinity, as oxygen is removed by manganese. 
Boron and titanium seemed to be tbe most feasible 
elements; boron appeared to offer less chance of success, 
and titanium was selected. A ferro-titanium containing 
six per cent of titanium was imported from Europe at 
sorne expense. As tbe most careful and exacting analyses of 
tbis material failed to reveal a trace of titanium, it was not 

used. 
After many futile efforts Langley succeeded, by means of 
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electric beat, in reducing rn tile and prodncing a small 
quantity of an alloy of iron and titanium. A trial of tbis 
alloy, although not conclusi.e, led to the belief that sucb au 
alloy could be used successfully to eliminate nitrogen; but 
as its cost, about two dollars a pound, was prohibitory of 
any commercial use, the subject was uot pursueu farther~ 

Althougb we know these elements only as gases, there is 
no reason to suppose that their atoros may uot be as potent, 
wheu added to steel, as atoros of car bon, silicon, phosphorus, 
or any other substance. 

Such are the facts for crncible-steel as far as they are 
known; it is vastly more expensive than any other kind of 
steel, yet for tbe preseut it holds its own unique and valua
ble place in the arts. 

For all tools requiring a fine edge for cutting purposes, 
sucfü as lathe-tools, drills, taps, reamers, rnilli11g cutters, 
axes, razors, pocket-kni ves, needles, graving- tools, etc.; for 
fine dies where sharp outline and great endurance are 
required; for fine springs and fine macbinery parts and 
fine files and saws, and for a hundrcd similar uses, crucible
cast steel still stands pre-eminent, and must remain so 
until somo genius shall remove from the cbeaper steels the 
elements that nnfit them for these purposes. · 

As stated before, crucible-steel is divided iuto füteen or 
more aifferent tempers, ranging in carbon from .50 to U>0. 
Each of these tempers has its speci:fic uses, and a few will 
be pointed out in a general way. 

.50 to .60 carbon is best adapted for hot work and for 
battering-tools. 

.60 to .70 carbon for hot work, battering-tools, and tools of 
dull edge, 
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.70 to .80 carbon for battering-tools, cold-sets, and some 
forms of reamers ahd taps. 

.80 to .90 carbon for cold-sets, hand-chisels, drills, taps, 
reamers, and dies. 

.90 to 1.00 carbon for chisels, drills, dies, axes, knives, and 
m!my similar purposes. 

1.00 to 1.10 carbon for axes, batchets, knives, large lathe
tools, and many kinds of dies and drills if care be used in 
tempering them. 

1.10 to 1.50 carbon for lathe-tools, graving-tools, scribers, 
scrapers, little drills, and many similar purposes. 

The best all-around tool-steel is found between .90 and 
1.10 carbon; steel that can be adapted safely and success
fully to more uses tban any other temper. 

At somewbere from .90 to 1.00 carbon, iron appears to be 
saturated with carbon, giving the bigbest efficiency in tools 
and tbe higbest results in the testing-machine except for 
compressive strains. More will be said npon this point in 
treating of tbe carbon-line. 

Mnch more could be said abont tbo uses for the di:ffer~nt 
tempers of steel; it would be easy to write out in great 
detail tbe exact carbon which experience has shown to be 
best adapted to any one of bundreds of different uses but , 
it would only be confusing and misleading to a great 
many people. 

It is within the experience of every steel-maker that 
men are just as variable as steel, and the successful steel
maker mnst familiarize himself with tbe personal equations 
of his patrons. One man on the sunny side of a street may 
be making an excellent kind of tool from a certain grade 
and temper of steel, and be perfectly happy and prosperous 
in its use. His competitor on the shady side of the street 
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may fail in trying to use the same steel for the same pur
pose and condemn it utterly. 

The know it all agent will condemn tbe latter man with 
an intimation that bis ears are too long, and so lose bis 
trade. The tactful agent will supply bim with steel a 
temper higher or a ternper lower, until he bits upon the 
right one, and so will retain both men on his list · and ' both men will turn out equally good products. 

Few men know their own personal equations, and tbe 
best way for a steel-user to do is to tell the steel-maker 
what he wants to accomplish, and put upon him the re
sponsibility of selecting the best temper. 

It costs no more to make and to provide one temper 
than another; therefore the one inducement of the steel
maker is to give his patron that which is best adapted to 
his use. This plan puts all of tbe responsibility upon the 
steel-maker, just where it ought to be, because he should 
know more about the adaptability of his steel tban any 
other person. 

BESSEMER STEEL, 

Bessemer steel is probably the cheapest of all grades of 
steel; tbat is to say, it can be made so rapidly, so continu
ously, and in such enormous quantities that a greater 
output per dollar invested can be made tban by either of 
the other processes. Again, the work is controlled and 
operated by machinery to a mucb greater extent than in 
the other processes; therefore tbe cost of labor per ton of 
product both for skilled and unskilled labor is less than in 
the crucible or the open-hearth method. 

This being the case, it might be inferred that the result 
wonld be tbe eventual driving out of all other steels by 
this, the cheapest. This would be tbc inevitable result 
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if Bessemer steel were as well adapted to all purposes as 
either of the other kinds of steel; tbere are limitations 

wbich prevent this. 
Tbe source of beat in tbe Beseemer process is in the 

combustion of the elements of the charge, there is no ex
traneous somce of heat; therefore, if the heat be too cold, 
there is no way to remedy it unless it be by the addition 
of ferro-silicon and more blowing; if it be too hot, jt may 
be allowed to stand a few minn tes to cool. Still in either 
case the remedy is somewhat dou btful. '.l'his limitation 
must not be taken as being fatal to good work, for in skil
ful bands such cases are rare, and tbe product is generally 
fully up to the standard of good work. 

As there is no known sure way of stopping the blow at 
a given point in the operation to produce a steel of re
quired carbon, it is usual to blow olear down, tbat is, to 
burn out all of the carbon practically and tben to re.car
boniza by the addition of spiegel-eisen or ferro-manganesa. 
It is necessary, also, to add the manganese in one of these 
forms to remove tbe oxygen introduced during the blow; 
this must be done quickly, and all accomplished before 
the metal becomes too cold for pouring into ingots. 

So little time for reactions is a'\"ailable that it is doubtful 
if the material is ever quite as homogeneous as it can be 
made by either of the other processes. 

Notwithstanding these limitations, which are not men
tioned to throw doubt upon tho process, but merely to in
form readers fully so as to enable them to judge rightly as 
to what may be expected, enormous quantities of good, 
reliable Bessemer steel are made to meet many require

ments. 
For good, serviceable, cheap rails Bessemer steel stands 
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pre-eminent, and if it fonncl no other use it would be diffi
cult to overestimate the benefit to the world of this one 

great success. 
Bessemer steel is nsed largely for a great number of pnr

posos, Bessemer billets being now as regular an article of 
commerce as pig iron. 

For wire for all ordinary purposes; for skelp to be 
worked into butt-welded and lap-welded tubing; for wire 
nails, shafting, machinery-steel, tank-plates, and for many 
other uses, Bessemer steel has absorbed the markets almost 

entirely. 
For common cutlery, files, shovels, picks, battering-tools, 

and many sucb uses it oontests the market with open
hearth steel; and while many engineers now specify tbat 
tbeir structural shapes, plates, beams, angles, etc., must be 
of open-hearth steel, there are many eminent engineers 
wbo see no need for this discrimination, they being satis
fied that if their reqnirements are met the prooess by 
wbich tbey are met is a matter of indifference. 

OPEN-HEARTH STEEL, 

As in the Bessemer process, so in the open-hearth, car
bon and silioon are burned out, phosphorus is removed on 
the basic hearth, and the snlphur of the charge remains in 
the steel. During the operation oxygen and nitrogen are 
absorbed by the steel, altbougb not quite so largely as in 
tbe Bessemer process, so that practically the cbemical limi
tations are the same in each. 

The open-hearth reductions are mucb slower tban in the 
Bessemer, eacb heat requiring from five to eight hours for 
its completion; tbe fnrnace mnst be operated by a skilled 
man of good judgment, so tbat more time and more skilled 
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labor per ton of product are required than in the Bessemer, 
and the'making of an equal quality as cheaply in the open
hearth is problematical. 'l'he open-heartb has extraneous 
sources of beat at tbe command and under the control of 
tbe operator, and tbere need be no cold beats, and no too 
hot beata. 

'fhe time for reactions is mncb longer, and for this 
reason tbey ought to be more complete, and they are so in 
good hands; yet it is a fact that, as the operation is a quiet 
one comparad to the Bessemer, and not nearly so powerful 
and energetic, a careless or nnskilful operator may pro
duce in the open hearth an uneven result that is quite as 
bad as anything that can be brought out of a Bessemcr 
converter. The process that eliminates the human factor 
has not yet been invented. 

For fine boiler-plates, armor-plates, and gun parts open
hearth steel has won its place as completely as has the 
crucible for fine-tool steel or the Bessemer for rails. 

For all intermediate products there is a continued race 
and keen competition, so that it is impossible to draw any 
hard a~d fast line between the products of the tbree proc
esses where they approach each other; the only clear dis

tinctions are at the other extremes. 
Owing to the power to hold and manipulate a heat in 

the open-hearth it is safe to say that it is superior to the 
Bessemer in the manufacture of steel castings; and owing 
to its much greater cheapness it is difficult for tbe crucible 
to compete with it at all in this branch of manufacture. 

In conclusion of this chapter it is safe to say that in 
good banda tbese processes are aU good, and each has its 
own special function to perform. 
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IIL 

ALLOY STEELS AND THEIR USES. 

IN addition to tbe four general kinds of steel treated of 
in the last chapter there are a nu mbcr of steels in the 
market which contain other rnetals, and which may be 
terrned properly alloy steels, to <listinguish them from 
carbon steel, or the regular steels of world-wide use which 
dcpcnd upon the quantity of carbon present for their 
properties. The most generally known of the alloy steels 
is the so-called Self-Hardening steel. 

Self-hardening steel is so called because when it is 
heated to the right temperature,-about a medium orange 
color,-and is then allowed to cool in the air, it becomes 
very hard. This steel is so easily strained that it is im
possible, as a rule, to quench it in water without cracking 
it. It may be quenched in a blallt of air without crack
ing, and so be made much harder than if it be allowed to 
cool more slowly in a quiet atmosphere. If it be quenched 
in oil or water, it will become excessively hard, much 
barder than when quenched in air, and it will almost in
variably be cracked, or if it be not cracked it will be so 
excessively brittle as to be of little use. 

Self-hardened steel is so hard in what may be called its 
natural condition, that is, in ordinary bars, that it cannot 
be machined, drilled, planed, or turned in a lathe. 

By keeping it in an annealing-furnace at about bright 


